According to the Administrative Regulations on Compulsory Product Certification (the Decree No.5 the State General Administration for Quality Supervision and Inspection and Quarantine of the People’s Republic of China), and special situations occurred in the process of marketing, importing and business running activities, we hereby announce the conditions of the compulsory certification products listed in the Catalogue of Implementing Compulsory Certification Products (hereinafter referred to as the Catalogue) that are no need to be certified or exempt from being certified.

No compulsory certificate required if meeting upon the following conditions
(1) articles of foreign embassies, consulates and international organizations and other diplomatic members in China;
(2) articles of Hong Kong and Macau official organizations their staff members in China;
(3) personal articles brought in by foreign missioners and their members;
(4) articles given as aids or gifts between governments.
Catalogue-listed products complied with the above-mentioned conditions don’t need to apply for the compulsory product certificate, and are exempt from bearing the compulsory product certification mark.

2  products exempt from applying for the compulsory product certificate if in conformity with the following conditions
(1) products needed for scientific researches and testings;
(2) component parts for exported technical checking production line;
(3) maintenance-use products for final customers;
(4) equipment/components for factory production line/product line package (excluding office supplies).
(5) products only for display, not for commercial purpose;
(6) products temporarily imported but returned at last (products for display-use included).
(7) components imported via regular trading way for whole lot exporting;
(8) components imported via incoming or purchased materials for whole lot exporting.
Catalogue listed products in conformity with the above-mentioned conditions, manufacturers, importers, sellers or agents may raise application with related application letter, evidentiary materials of proving the exemption, liability guarantee letter, product claim for conformity (including pattern testing reports) and other documents. Products are prohibited from leaving factory, being imported and marketed until acquire the Compulsory Product Certification Free Proof.
3  Catalogue-listed Products will be punished according to the Regulations on Certification and Accreditation of the People’s Republic of China and the relevant regulations in the event of any following situations.  
(1) products failed to meet upon the conditions of the exemption of compulsory product certification but in excuse of it are engaged in marketing, importing or business activities; 
(2) products that are up to the conditions but have not acquired the Certificate are engaged in marketing, importing or business activities; 
(3) to acquire the Certificate by falsified documents; 
(4) engaged in business activities that are beyond the applied ones after acquiring the Certificate. 

4  The relevant manufacturers, importers and sellers or their agents are liable to cooperate with the quality inspection bodies to carry out the supervision and inspection work over unneeded/exempt compulsory product certification. 

5  This announcement will be implemented as of April 1st, 2005, and CNCA Announcement No.8, 2002 will be abolished meanwhile. 
Let it be so announced. 
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